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Abstract. A 3-valent graph G 1s cyclically n-connected provided one must cut at least n edges in 
ori4r to separate any two circuits of 6. If G is cyclically n-connected but any separation of G 
by cutting n edges yields a component consisting of a simple circuit, then we say that G is 
’ strong& cyclicaZZy n-connected. We prove tht there exists a graph GO such that all strongly 
cyclically 4-connected planar graphs, other than the graph of the cube and the pentagonal 
prism, can be generated from Go by adding edges. We introduce two operations called adding 
a pai? af edges and replacing a face. We prove that using these two operations together with 
adding edges we can generate the cyclically S-connected planar graphs. 
1. Introduction 
It is a well-known theorem [3] that the planar 3-connected graphs 
can be generated from the graph 5’ of the simplex by adding edges. That 
is, if G is a planar 3-connected graph, then there is a sequence S = G, , 
G,, ***I Gn = G of planar 3-connected graphs uch that Gi is obtained 
from Gi_ 1 by adding an edge e, where either 
(i) the vertices of e are vertices of Gi_1, 
(ii) one vertex of e lies on an edge of Gi_1 and the other is a vertex 
of Gi-13 
(iir) each vertex of e lies d:n an edge of G,_l . 
If we restrict ourselves to <adding edges of type (iii), then we gener- 
ate the simple (i.e. 3-valent) Iplanar 3-connected graphs. In studying the 
4-color conjecture, a special Ikind of connectivity for simple graphs is im- 
portant (see [ 1, Chapter 17 J ): a simple pla.nar graph G IC said to be CJ- 
cnlically n-connected provided no two circuits of G may be separated by 
removing fewer than n edges. We shall say that G is strong!y cyckicalEy 
ti-connected provided G is cyclically n-connected and if two circuits of 
G are separated by the removal of n edges, then one of the component is 
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a simple circuit. For brevity, we shall write cn-con.,ected and c* n-con- 
nected for cyclically n-connected and strongly cyclically n-connected, 
respectively. 
Kotzig [ 21 has shown that the c konnected planar graphs can be 
generated from the graph of the cube by adding edges. In this paper we 
show how to generate the c* 4-comrected and c S-connected graphs. For 
the c konnected graphs, we shall need two new operations. The first 
consists of adding a pair of edges imultaneously across two pentagonal 
faces as illustrated in Fig. 1. 
This operation will be called adding a pa!: ojedqes. lke second opera- 
tion consists of replacing a pentagonal face by a pentagonal face sur- 
rounded by pentagonal faces as in Fig. 2. This operation will be called 
replacing a face. 
We shall prove two theorems. 
Theorem 1 .l. The c* 4-coianecred graphs, with the exception of the 
graphs of the cube and pentagonal prism, can be generated from the 
graph Go (see Fi_. 0 3) by adding edges. 
Fig_ 3, 
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Theorem 1.2. The c S-connected graphs can be generated from the graph 
of the regular dodecahedron by adding edges, adding pairs of edges, and 
replacing faces. 
2. Preliminarim 
We shall need to talk about the inverses of oclr generating operations. 
The inverse operations will be called remc-ving an edge, removing a pair 
of edges and removing a f&e. Since we shall find it useful to work in 
the dual G* of G, we shall also need the corresponding inverse operation 
in G* . If G is a planar 3-valent graph, the following facts about G* will 
be useful and are easily verified: 
(1) G* is a planar graph all of whose faces are triangles (Such a graph 
will be called triangular. ) 
(2) G is c n-connected if and only if G* is n-connected (a graph is said 
to be n-connected provided it cannot be discormticted by removing 
fewer than n vertices). 
(3) If G is c* n-connected, then any n-circuit C: (Le., circuit of length 
n) in G* without diagonals consists entirely of the neighboring vertices 
of some vertex u together with the edges joining them. We shall say that 
C surrounds v, and we shall say that G” is n*-connected. 
(4) The dual of removing an edge of G is shrinking an edge of G” as 
illustrated in Fig. 4(a). If shrinking an edge e produces a graph which is 
H-connected (n* -connected), we shall say that e is n-shrinkable (n* -shrink- 
able). 
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(5) ‘The duel1 of removing a pair of edges of G is shrinking a pair of 
dges (see Fit;. 4(b)). 
(6) The dual of removing a face is skrinkiizg a pentagon as illustrated 
i.n Fig. 5. 
If G is a triangular graph, any circuit C without diagonals which sepa- 
rates the vertex set of G will be called a separating circuit. If C is a sepa- 
rating circuit and does not surround a vertex, then C will be called a 
proper separating circu.it , A circtrit of length yt will be called an n-circuit. 
3. The generation of c* konnected graphs 
Suppose G is the &A of a c* 4-connected graph. We shall show that 
G has a 4*-shrinkable dge, unless G is the dud of the graph of the cube 
+Dr the dual of the graph Go. We consider two cases. 
C.iwe 1: G is S-connected. In this case, we must look for an edge 
which does not belong to any proper separating Scircuit. Let u. be a 
5-va18ent, vertex of G and let its neighbors be u1 , . . . . us in cyclic order. 
We shall suppose that u1 u. is an edge belonging to a proper separating 
S-circuit Cr. Without loss of generality, we assume that uou3 is another 
edge o,f Cr. We shall abel the other vertices of C, , so that C, = u. u1 u6 u7 u3. 
lf we Assume that uou2 belongs to a proper separating S-circuit C2, then 
Cz will halve one new vertex us and it must lie in the same region bound- 
ed by C, in which u2 lies, for otherwise, C, wo.uld not be proper. 
This gives US two possibihties: either C2 = ueu2u8u7u4 or C2 = 
210 r.9 us us u4 (by sy:mmetry, we may assume thail .u4 belongs to C,). In 
the first c,ase, C, must surround u3 and is not proper. In the second 
case, [)I ug114uI; is a 4-circuit and must have a diagonal (due to the S-con- 
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nectednes!; of G), but adding a diagcnal across this circuit creates either 
a 3 or 4-v&lent vertex. We conclude that G has a 4*-skrinka.bli: edge. 
the 2: CT has a 4-valent vertex uc . Suppose G has no 4”-shrinkable 
edges. Therz are now several possibiiities, an edge may fail to be 4*- 
shrinkable because it belongs to a proper Z-circuit or because it belongs 
to a 4-circuit which surrounds a vertex. Let the vertex q, have neighbors 
u1 , ~2~ u3 and u4 in cyciis order. 
(.%se 2(a). The edges uoul and uOu2 both belong to 4-circuits which 
surround vertices. In this case, G is the graph of the octahedron; iis dual 
is the graph of the cube which is one of the exceptional graphs of our 
theorem. 
Gzse 2(b). The edge uoul belongs to a proper separating 5circuit C, 
while the edge uou2 belongs to a 4-circuit C2 surrounding a vertex. Let 
C, = uOU~U~U~. By symnnciry, we m,y assume that C2 surrounds u1 and 
thus C, = UOUl u5u(ju3. If either of the circu& tj2u5 ugu3 or u4 u5 u6u3 
has a diagonal, then Cl would not be proper, thus both of these circuits 
surround vertices. The graph we now have hij:j a proper 4-circuit U3 u4 Us u7, 
where u7 is th,e vertex surrounded by u2 u5 u6 y3, which is a contradiction 
to the 4*-connectedness of G. 
Case 2(c). Both uoul and uou2 belong to proper separating circuits. 
There are two possible ways that these circuits intersect. Let Cl = 
uOulu5u6u3 and let C2 be the other proper separatmg 5-circuit. 
Su bcase (i): c2 = ;j’Jg 112 u6 us u4 . The Circuits U1 Us 216 U2 and U4 U5 U6 u3 
both must surround vertices, for otherwise Cl or Cz would not be prop- 
er. This gives us the graph which is the dual of Go. 
Subcase (ii): Cz = u. u2 ug v7 u4. We consider the circuits C, = U1 Us L7 U4 
and C4 = u2u5 ugu3. Both must surround vertices or else C, or C2 would 
not be proper. Suppose C, surrounds U8 and Ca surrounds ug . The edge 
u1 U8 must belong to a proper separating 5-circuit if it is not 4*-shrink-- 
able. The only possibility for such a circuit 1s u, u8u7 u3Uo, but if this 
is 3 circuit in G, then u2 ug is 4*-shrinkable. 
We have now shown that if G is not the dual of Go, or the graph of 
the cube, then G contains a 4*-shrinkable dge. 5~: need only’ check 
that the graph of the pentagonal prism is the only c* 4-connected graph 
which c:an be generated from the graph of the cL;be, and nr3 c* ~-COP 
netted graph can be generated from the graph of the pentagonal prism. 
As a result of the above, we have Theorem 1. I; - 
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4. The gleneration of c Sconnected graphs 
J..emma 4.1. Let G be a Sconnected triangular graph with no !&shrink- 
able edges. If G is not the graph of the icosahedron, then shrinking a 
ge.ntagon surrounding u preserves the S-connectivity of the graph. 
Proof. Let G’ be the graph obtained by shrinking the pentagon (see Fig. 
5) a+ suppose G’ is not 5-connected. Then there is a separating 4-circuit 
C in G’ which includes u’. We may assume without loss of generality that 
C includes u 1 and u3. Let u4 be the fourth VerteX of C. Since U1 U2 U3U6 
is a 4-circuit in G, it must have a diagonal which must be u2 v6. We shall 
now show that v2v6 is S-shrinkable. Suppose not, then v2v6 belongs to 
a :;eparating 5-circui$: in G. T!I~ only possible such circuits are v6 u2 abu4 
and v6 u2 cdu, , which implies th.at either v6 v5 is an edge or v6u4 is an 
edge. Suppose v6 u4 is an edge, then v6 u1 u5 u4 is a 4-circuit and must 
have a diagonal which must be us ?i5, but now G is the graph of th: ico- 
sahedron. The, same argument works if we assume that v6v5 is an edge. 
bRmma’4.2. Suppose G is a S-connected trlisrngular graph (other than the 
grt!ph oj. the icosahedron) wJ?h four 5-valerzl vertices as in Fig. 6. Then 
unle,ss there is a vertex uy I mch that u11u1urovgu4 (or ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
is a separating 54rcn;r, we may shrink either the pair uloug , q us or 
the pair u7u10,u8vg ; or we n:ay shrink a pmiagoj:. 
Proof. Suppose we cannot shrink uloug , U7U8, then one (possibly both) 
of the edges is in a separating 5-circuit other than those surrounding ulo 
and ivs. By symmetry, we may assume that v1 ovg is in such a circuit C. 
C&se 1: the chX.Iit ciSu3?Jg’310U7u6. In ttiSCaSe,u3~~;~1U6 is a4- 
circuit and must have a diagonal. But no matter which way we add the 
diagonal, either v1 or v2 will have valence less than 5 contradicting the 
5-connectedness ‘ofG. 
Gzse 2: the circuit C is v, vlovgv3 v1 I, for some vertex v1 1 different 
from ul, .,.,vlo. Suppose that v7 v1 o, u9us is not shrinkable. As above 
we may assume that v7 q O is in a separating S-circuit C’ other than those 
surrfsunding v8 or u1 o. 
&se 2(a): thz circuit C’ is v3v9v10v7 v6. This is the same as Case 1. 
be 2(b) : the circuit C’ is v2 vl ou7 v5 v j, 2, for some vertex u1 2 dif- 
fcrent from vI , ..,, v1 o. By symrr etry, this is the type of circuit mention- 
ed in the hypothesis. 
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&se 2(c): the circuit C’ is u2u1 I u4 u7ulo. In this case, ulo is surround- 
ed by 5-valent vertices and we may shrink the pentagon u1 u7 us u9 u2. 
G~se3: thecircuit Cisulu11u4ugu10. This is the type of circuit in the 
hypothesis. 
By the symmetry of Fig. 6, we have exhausted all types of circuits. 
Lemma 4.3. If Fig. 6 appears in a S-connected triangular graph G, other 
than the graph of the icosahedron, then one of the pairs of edges u1 oug, 
v7u0 or v~v,~, vsvg is shrinkable. 
Proof. Suppose not, then there is a 5-circuit of the type u1 ulougu4u1 1. 
This implies that u :, u 1 o u8 u4 iU 1 1 is a proper separating S-circuit, which 
contradicts the 5 * -connecteidness of G. 
Lemma 4.4, If G is Y-connected, then it contains Fig. 6 as a subgraph, 
or contains a 5-shrinkable edge. 
Proof. Let u. be any S-valent vertex of G If there do not exist at least 
three consecutive 5-valent vertices neighboring u. , then one of the edges 
containing do will not belong to any 5-ci:*cYt surrounding a vertex and 
will thus be a 5-shrinkable tige. If, howe .er, these three 5-valent vertices 
exist, then we have Fig. 6 (with u. corres;?onding to us and the other 
three vertices corresponding to u7, u1 o arid ug ). 
At this point we have proved Theorem I .2 for c* 5-connected graphs. 
Suppose now that G is not 5*- connected, that is, that G contains a prop- 
er separating 5-circuit. Suppose further t iat no edge of G is 5shrinkable. 
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We shall assume that G is embedded in the plane and we choose a prop- 
er separating 5circuit C that is minimal in the sense that every other 
proper separating 5-circuit with an edge inside C has at least one vertex 
outside C 
Lemma 4.5. There is no path of length 2 inside C connecting two non- 
consecutive vertices of C. 
Proof. Let C be the circuit uE u2 u3 u4 u5 and assume the path is u1 u. ~3. 
If the circuit C’ = u1 uou3u,qus had a diagonal, it would ha.ve to be uOus 
or uQu4. Assume that it is uou5. Then the circuits uo~13 u4u5 and 
U] uou3u2 must have diagonals and the only possibaities are uou4 and 
ug,u2, but this i:mplies that ul u2u3u4u5 is not proper. Since C is minimal, 
C’ must surround a vertex. But now, when we add the diagonal to 
ur 1.~0~3 u2, we have that u. has valence 4 which is a contradiction. 
tirolEary 4..6. Each vertex of C meets at least two edges inside C. 
Emma 4.4. Each edge inside C belungs to a S-circuit that surround.s a 
vertex. 
Froof. Suppose not. Since no edge is S-shrinkable, there is an edge inside 
C belonging to ,a proper separating kircuit C’. By Lemma 4.5, C’ must 
have at least two vertices inside C. “We may suppose that C’ is ~6 ul+ 0s us 
with uh outside C and u7 and ua inside C 
The circuit ui u7 us u3 u2 cannot have diagonals because then there 
would be only one vertex inside C’, namely ran, and C’ would not be 
proper. By the minimality of C, u1 u7 us u3 u2 must surround a vertex, 
but now when we add a diagonal to u1 u~u~u,~, we have that u2 is only 
4valent. 
Lernn~ 4.8. Fig. 6 appears in G. With the four 5-valent vertices on or 
inside C. 
Proof. We form a planar graph H consisting of C, eve:rything inside C and 
a new vertex ,Y outside that is joined to each ,vertex of C. We now use 
the following which follows §rom Euler’s equation for triangular planar 
graph with vertices all of valence 3 or more (see [ 1, p. 2543 ): 
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X(6-i)Ui= 12 9 
where Vi is the number of i-v,alent vertices in G. Since no vertex of H 
has valence less than 5, il follows that v5 > 12 and thus there ’ me at 
least six 5-valent vertices inside C. Let u. be c\ne such vertex inside C. 
The argument in Lemma 4.4 now gives us the &sired subgraph in G 
(note that H is 5* -conne&ed). 
Lemma 4.9. Either vlovs’ and v7 vg or v7u10 and vsv9 can be shrunk in 
G. 
Proof. Suppose not, ther: without loss of generality we may assume 
that there is a path v1 v1 I y4 with v1 l different from vl, . . . . vlo in ,G. 
The Chit VI v10v8v4Vl :, is a proper separating circuit in G and thus 
one of its vertices must 1i.e outside C. If q is the outside: vertex, then 
VllI and q1 are vertices IIf C. We consider the possible circuits that 
could be C. The only possible separating circuits of length 5 cont&ining 
v10 and vjl but not v1 a.:e v 2 10v8v5Vll 9 v2V10v8v4v11 9 V2v10v7v6vll u 
and ~2v10u7v5vll. In thl: first two cases, the circuit separates the set 
v7v8v9V10 which is a coAradiction. In the third case, thle circuit would 
have to surround v1 and ,would not be prolzsr. In the fourth case, v2vl i 
being an edge would mak:e v2 v9 v4 v1 L q a separating 4-circuit. We con- 
clu le that v1 cannot be 1:he outside vertex, and similarly u4 cannot be 
the outside vertex, thus q I is the outside vertex and vt and v4 are on C 
l ;uppose ulo is on C. The vertex ua cannot be on C because C would 
ha\ e to contain u8vlo and thus would separate ug from u7. The vertex 
v9 :annot be on C because utous V4 would be a path of length 2 inside 
C connecting two non-consecutive vertices of C. Neither v7 nor u2 can 
be 3n C because C would have diagonals. Now we have, however, that no 
nei &bor of vro other than vr can be on C, a contradiction. Thus we 
car elude that vlo i.s not on C Similarly, lj8 is not on C. 
If vg is on C, then vr vlovg is a path of length 2 inside C connecting 
no;:-consecutive vertices of C, thus ug is not on C, and similarly ~7 is 
not on C 
140~ we have that none of the vertices u7, v8, u4, 9, Us and u6 are 
no1 #on C. 
‘We cannot have that u2 v4 is an edge because u3 would be 3-valent; 
thus if v2 is on C, we would have that v2vgv4 is a path of length two 
inside connecting non-consecutive vertices of C. We conclude that “2 is 
no1 on C and similarly us is not on C. 
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We cannot have that u1 u3 is an edge because u2 would be only 4- 
valent. Now if u3 is on C, then u1 uzus would be a path of length two 
inside C (note that u2 cannot be outside C when it is joined to u10 in- 
side C) joining non-consecutive vertices of C Thus u3 and similarly u6 
are not on C 
We now have that the graph in Fig. 6 lies inside C except for the 
vertices u1 and u4 which lie on C Let u1 2 be the vertex of C that is 
joined to u1 and u4. The circuit u12u1 ug u5 u4 has no vertices outside 
C and thus must surround a vertex or have diagonals. If it has diagonals, 
then either us or us will have valence less than 5. If it surrounds a ver- 
tex, then u6 will be kalent. Thus we reach a contradiction, which com- 
pletes th.e proof of Theorem 1.2. 
Added in proof* T:leorer;?, 1.2 has been proved independently by Jean 
Butler jin: A gene ration pr0c4:r: fo;- the simple 3-polytopes with 
cyclically 5tonne :ted graphs, to appear). 
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